INTERRUPTION: AN ANTI-RACISM WORKSHOP SERIES PART 1

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT RACISM?

CFA invites you to join us for a workshop full of challenging material, in-depth conversations and group dialogue about what this means to YOU.

JOIN US FOR AN ENGAGING WORKSHOP WHERE WE WILL DISCUSS

• The pillars of white supremacy
• The 4 levels of racism

SCHEDULE A WORKSHOP

Scan the QR code!

Contact Laura at lambrosecchio@calfac.org for more information
INTERRUPTION: AN ANTI-RACISM WORKSHOP SERIES PART 2

JOIN US FOR AN ENGAGING WORKSHOP WHERE WE WILL EXPLORE

- Racial identities
- Racial narratives and counter narratives
- Role play interrupting racism on campus

CONTINUE TO PART 2

CFA invites you to join us for part 2 of our Interruption: An Anti-Racism Workshop.

Make up a story.
Narrative is radical, creating us at the very moment it is being created.
Toni Morrison 1993 Nobel Lecture 1

Contact Laura at lambrosecchio@calfac.org for more information

Scan the QR code!
INTERRUPTION: AN ANTI-RACISM WORKSHOP SERIES PART 3

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT PART 3?

CFA invites you to join us for a workshop full of challenging material and in-depth conversations.

JOIN US FOR AN ENGAGING WORKSHOP WHERE WE WILL DISCUSS

- Interrupting racism in the workplace
- Practicing allyship and co-conspiring
- Building personal tools and strategies for interruption
- Personal vision and plan to develop yourself as an anti-racist

SCHEDULE A WORKSHOP

Scan the QR code!

Contact Laura at lambrosecchio@calfac.org for more information